In exploring Moira House salon, it is extremely fortunate that so many of the family's papers still survive. Lady Moira's yearly diaries, her library catalogue, the account books, and the inventories for Moira House are all preserved in the muniment room at Castle Forbes, Co. Longford, the home of Lady Moira's daughter Selina Forbes. The family correspondence of Moira House's hostess also still exists in its entirety, as do her letters to and from literary figures such as Joseph Cooper Walker, Thomas Dermody, Maria Edgeworth, and Walter Scott among many others. The survival of these papers enables us to examine in detail and from many perspectives the world of this extraordinary Irish salon, allowing for investigation of such issues as nation, identity, and cultural transfers, both within Ireland and between Ireland, Britain, and France. Analysis of the subject matters discussed, the interests, and affiliation of the guests chosen to participate within the salon, as well as the individual works the salon hostess elected to patronise, allows us to determine the salon's ideological aims and purpose, agreed upon by hostess and participants alike. The manner in which they embrace the salon's potentialities for particular literary, antiquarian, or patriotic purposes also reveals much about its members' emergent identities. Examined in this way Moira House takes its rightful place as one of the most important of Irish salons, particularly notable for its engagement with the late-eighteenth century recovery, or construction, of Ireland's cultural heritage.
Moira House
Moira House salon offered a tangible location where individuals could assemble in order to exchange viewpoints, as well as to aid each other in the production of various literary and scholarly endeavours. Recalling the opulence of the English salons, the salon itself took place within the beautiful interior of Moira House. Moira House no longer exists, sadly, having been fully demolished in the 1960s. Documents in the Irish Architectural Archives chart Moira House's destruction and its replacement by an office block and a nearby petrol station.
5 Fortunately, the building greatly intrigued several late-nineteenth-century architectural historians resulting in numerous articles detailing its architectural properties (see Figure 4 .1). Writing in 1898, Frances Gerrard reflected on how Moira House looked in the early 1800s, before it was transformed into the Mendicity Institution in 1824: "the massive stone mansion was surrounded with the most beautiful gardens, and was secluded by the row of large trees which extended along Arran Quay to within a few feet of Bloody Bridge." 6 An article in The Irish Builder from a
